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Executive Summary 
This paper discusses the motivation behind the creation of MITRE ATT&CK® for Industrial 
Control Systems (ICS), the unique components described within it, its design philosophy, how 
the project has progressed, and how it can be used. For individuals new to ATT&CK, the 
MITRE ATT&CK®: Design and Philosophy whitepaper [1] should be read before reading this 
paper. This document does not represent a comprehensive resource on MITRE ATT&CK. For 
individuals already familiar with ATT&CK, this document can be viewed as an extension to the 
MITRE ATT&CK [1] whitepaper that highlights unique, as well as some common, aspects of the 
design and philosophy of ATT&CK for ICS.  
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 Introduction 
 
MITRE ATT&CK for Industrial Control Systems (ICS) is a curated knowledge base for cyber 
adversary behavior in the ICS technology domain. It reflects the various phases of an adversary’s 
attack life cycle and the assets and systems they are known to target. ATT&CK for ICS 
originated from MITRE internal research focused on applying the ATT&CK methodology [1] 
[2] to the ICS technology domain. 
 

1.1 Background and History 
 
Purpose 
 
ATT&CK for ICS was created out of a need to better understand, concentrate, and disseminate 
knowledge about adversary behavior in the ICS technology domain. 
 
In the wake of the successful 2015 [3] and 2016 cyberattacks against portions of the Ukrainian 
power grid, there was an increased demand to understand how the ATT&CK structure and 
methodology could be applied to the ICS technology domain. 
 
As time more incidents happened, patterns associated with the attack life cycle of adversaries 
targeting ICS were starting to manifest. For instance, information technology (IT) infrastructure 
was being leveraged as a conduit to gain access to the adversaries’ ultimate target, control 
systems [4]. Based on this observation, one of the first fundamental questions that MITRE 
researchers had was, “How well do attacks against ICS map to the existing ATT&CK for 
Enterprise knowledge base?” 
 
The initial stages of these attacks involving IT infrastructure were able to be expressed using 
tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) present in the ATT&CK for Enterprise knowledge 
base. For instance, according to Industroyer [5] or Triton [6] incident reports, IT infrastructure 
was leveraged solely to gain access to control systems [4]. Industroyer utilized Remote System 
Discovery (T1018) [7] and Network Service Scanning (T1046) [8] to map the network and find 
computers relevant to the attack. 
 
Adversary behavior in the later stages of these attacks, however, is out of scope for ATT&CK for 
Enterprise. The adversary’s targets and actions significantly differ between the Enterprise and 
ICS technology domains. For example, Industroyer has the capability to issue Unauthorized 
Command Messages  (T855) [9] to change the state of electrical substation switches and circuit 
breakers directly. This activity is out of scope for ATT&CK for Enterprise but is now 
represented as T855 [9] in ATT&CK for ICS. 
 
ATT&CK for ICS seeks to fill this gap, adversary behavior out-of-scope of non-ICS technology 
domains, and address the unique concerns of the ICS domain. 
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Focus 
 
The major architectural focus of ATT&CK for ICS are the systems and functions associated with 
functional levels 0 – 2 of the Purdue architecture (Section 3.3) [10]. Adversaries typically need 
to control these systems and functions to cause an impact to ICS. 
 
Enterprise IT is not the focus of the ATT&CK for ICS knowledge base. ATT&CK for Enterprise 
has already done years of work covering adversary behavior associated with the Windows and 
Linux platforms. ATT&CK for ICS leverages this work by utilizing ATT&CK for Enterprise to 
systematically categorize adversary behavior as they traverse the “IT conduit” [4] to their 
ultimate target. Examples of this “IT conduit” [4] include leveraging computers to gain access to 
targeted programmable logic controllers (PLC) (e.g., Stuxnet), interacting directly with internet-
connected human machine interfaces (HMI) (e.g., BlackEnergy), gaining remote access to an 
HMI to manipulate a remote terminal unit (RTU) (e.g., Industroyer) and infecting safety 
instrumented systems (SIS) (e.g., Triton). [4] 
 
Due to the use of IT platforms to host critical ICS applications such as HMIs, there is some 
overlap between the Enterprise and ICS technology domains. Nonetheless, ATT&CK for ICS 
has a primary focus on the actions that adversaries take against the non-IT based systems and 
functions of ICS. It captures and defines distinctions in ICS environments, from tactics and 
techniques to domain specific assets and technology. It is this focus that defines ATT&CK for 
ICS as a unique and vital knowledge base in the ATT&CK ecosystem. 
 
Development 
 
Development of ATT&CK for ICS started as a small MITRE research project to apply the 
ATT&CK structure and methodology to the ICS technology domain. The knowledge base was 
refined and matured as more incident reports detailing attacks against ICS were released 
publicly. Work was done to evaluate the applicability of the knowledge base to internal red/blue 
team activities in ICS environments typically seen in the electric power and oil and gas sectors. 
These activities helped the ATT&CK for ICS team to solidify use cases and find an abstraction 
level that allows techniques to span multiple industrial sectors and control system types. 
ATT&CK for ICS has gone through three major iterations regarding the technical goals, or 
tactics. The tactics included in each major iteration are listed below: 
 

1. Persistence, Privilege Escalation, Defense Evasion, Operator Evasion, Credential Access, 
Discovery, Lateral Movement, Execution, Command and Control, Disruption, 
Destruction 

2. Persistence, Privilege Escalation, Defense Evasion, Operator Evasion, Credential Access, 
Discovery, Lateral Movement, Execution, Compromise Integrity, Physical Impact 

3. Initial Access, Execution, Persistence, Evasion, Discovery, Lateral Movement, 
Collection, Command and Control, Inhibit Response Function, Impair Process Control, 
Impact 
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The changes made to ATT&CK for ICS’s tactic structure represent an increase in understanding 
of the adversary’s technical goals. This is a result of greater information sharing and more 
detailed incident reporting. 
 
External Review Process 
 
In 2017, MITRE initiated a review process for ATT&CK for ICS with the objectives of 
garnering feedback and preparing the knowledge base for public release. Access to the ATT&CK 
for ICS site was offered to organizations and individuals in the ICS community, via a Non-
Disclosure Agreement for this review period. Since December of 2017, 103 individuals spanning 
36 organizations have received access to ATT&CK for ICS. Many individuals provided valuable 
feedback that significantly helped to refine and mature the knowledge base. 
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 Use Cases 
 
ATT&CK for ICS enables many of the same use cases defined in the MITRE ATT&CK: Design 
and Philosophy whitepaper [1].These use cases include: 
 

 Adversary Emulation 
 Behavioral Analytics  
 Cyber Threat Intelligence Enrichment 
 Defense Gap Assessment 
 Red Teaming 
 SOC Maturity Assessment 

 
ATT&CK for ICS also focuses on these additional use cases: 
 
Failure Scenario Development - This process enables asset owners/operators and those with a 
dependency on industrial automation, to assess and determine failure modes and risk potential of 
control system components. Namely, what do the failure modes of “this” component result in; 
what impact might they have on operations, processes, and higher-level functionality? By 
understanding the potential threat and analyzing exposed or at-risk attack surfaces in the 
Operational Technology (OT) environment, it is possible to understand how an adversary may 
induce these failure modes. 
 
Developing failure scenarios serves two critical purposes. The first supplements limited ICS 
incident data with the creation of credible scenarios derived from available, non-adversary 
induced incidents. These incidents are not cyber in nature, but have caused known impacts to the 
control system in question. Once created, the resulting failure scenarios can be analyzed and 
translated into adversary-induced failures that reproduce identified impacts. The second 
application shows what adversaries could do to utilize TTPs against targeted systems (equipment 
under control) not in publicly available incident reports. Both applications support a greater 
context of understanding by learning from real-life failure scenarios and the underlying steps that 
can be taken to induce them. 
 
Take, for example, a specialized utility trying to determine its attack surface. One metric of 
characterizing potential threats is to map the possible failure modes associated with certain 
control system components of concern. Asset owners/operators can produce known incident data 
that resulted in physical impacts to the plant’s control systems. Examples of this incident data 
includes equipment failures, incorrect operations, and SCADA-involved events, all of which 
could be reasonably initiated by an adversary. ATT&CK for ICS provides a common lexicon of 
adversary behavior to help describe technical steps that can be taken to induce failure scenarios 
created from incident data. ATT&CK-integrated incident analysis and the terminology used to 
describe it can also facilitate discussion between cyber and non-cyber subject matter experts. 
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Educational Resource – ATT&CK for ICS can help to bridge the gap between the operational 
and cybersecurity engineers to build greater understanding from both perspectives and allow for 
more educated defense decisions. Relevant case studies and real-world examples may engage or 
provide relevancy to the learning process. Gaps in knowledge about cybersecurity or ICS may be 
filled through background information, reference documents, and perspective on adversary usage 
of various methods. 
 
ATT&CK for ICS can be used as a tool in the educational process of both cybersecurity 
professionals and operational engineers seeking to better understand the environments in which 
they work. ATT&CK provides manageable techniques that can aid in identification of gaps in 
knowledge and provide ideas to build lessons on. All the information connects back the real-
world adversary usage and potential target sectors, both of which may help engage the student 
and put the information into perspective. ATT&CK for ICS provides an important perspective as 
a bridge between operational and cybersecurity professionals to further evolve the ICS security 
posture. 
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 The ATT&CK for ICS Knowledge Base 
 
ATT&CK for ICS utilizes many of the same structural components as the other ATT&CK 
technology domains. Specifically, tactics and techniques are used to represent the objectives 
(technical goals) and actions of adversaries that target and seek to cause impacts to ICS. 
 
While many similarities exist in the high-level structure, there are some key differences that will 
be addressed in this section. Section 3.1 introduces the ATT&CK for ICS Matrix. Section 3.2 
details the systems that are the focus of the ICS technology domain. Section 3.3 shows how the 
functional levels of the Purdue architecture [10] are mapped to the ICS technology domain. 
Section 3.4 introduces assets and how they are related to platforms. Section 3.5 explains the 
rationale for adding tactic categories to the knowledge base. Finally, Section 3.6 explains what 
techniques represent in the ICS knowledge base and highlights modifications to the technique 
object structure. Group and software definitions and structure do not differ in this technology 
domain. For this reason, they are not addressed in Section 3. For the convenience of the reader, 
these sections have been added to the appendix for reference. 
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3.1 The ATT&CK for ICS Matrix 
 
The relationship between tactics and techniques can be visualized in the ATT&CK Matrix. For     
example, under the Inhibit Response Function tactic (this is the adversary’s goal – to prevent 
response functions from remediating a failure, hazard or unsafe state in the target environment), 
there are a series of techniques including Alarm Suppression, Program Download and Device 
Restart/Shutdown. Each of these is a single technique that adversaries may use to achieve the 
goal of inhibiting response functions. Figure 1 depicts the ATT&CK Matrix for ICS. 
 

 
Figure 3-1 The ATT&CK for ICS Matrix 

3.2 The ICS Technology Domain 
 
ICS is a general term that encompasses several types of control systems often found in the 
industrial sectors and critical infrastructures [11]. In general, these are the systems that enable 
efficient (and most of the time, safe) automation of the physical processes that we all rely on 
(e.g., electric power delivery from generation to load, water and wastewater management, 
manufacturing, and other similar cyber-physical processes). 
 
The diversity of these systems poses a challenge in defining the proper scope and abstraction 
level for this technology domain. To handle this diversity, ATT&CK for ICS is abstracted to 
focus on the functional levels of the Purdue architecture and asset classes (Section 3.3 and 3.4, 
respectively). This is motivated by the strong ties many assets have to their functional purpose, 
which is not always the case for traditional information systems. Although many of the high-
level system functions are well defined (i.e., supervisory control), many vendors implement them 
in their own way, through proprietary protocols, hardware, and software. By abstracting 
techniques at a higher-level ATT&CK for ICS can encompass multiple products while still 
retaining a level of technical specificity useful for an end user. 
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ATT&CK for ICS documents adversary behaviors which affect the following high-level systems 
in the ICS technology domain: 
 

• Basic Process Control Systems 
o Process Control 
o Operator Interface & Monitoring 
o Real-Time & Historical Data 
o Alarming 

• Safety Instrumented System(s) and Protection Systems 
• Engineering and Maintenance Systems 

 
These systems are vital to the operation of ICS and are a prime target for adversaries working in 
this domain. We will highlight the purpose and functions of these systems in the sections below. 
 
Basic Process Control Systems (BPCS) 
 
BPCS [12] handle process control and monitoring. They take inputs from sensor and process 
instruments and provide output based on control functions, in accordance with approved design 
control strategy. 
 
Typically, BPCS perform the following functions: 

• Control the process within defined operating condition 
• Optimize plant operation, to produce a good-quality product 
• Provide operator interfaces for monitoring and controlling the process 
• Provide alarm/event logging and trending capabilities 

 
Many failures related to BPCS are self-revealing. Self-revealing failures [13] happen promptly 
and are readily noticeable in BPCS. 
 
Safety Instrumented Systems (SIS) and Protection Systems 
 
SIS and Protection Systems [14] are composed of sensors, logic solvers, and final control 
elements designed to protect personnel, equipment, and the environment by taking the process to 
a safe state. 
 
SIS and Protection Systems are the next layer of protection after BPCS and alarm/operator 
intervention. 
 
Many failures related to SIS and protection systems are non-self-revealing. Non-self-revealing 
failures [13] do not have a prompt and visible effect on the system and can remain hidden. SIS 
and protection systems typically are dormant components and only act upon the process if certain 
conditions arise. Non-self-revealing failures can prevent these systems from performing their job 
when needed. 
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Engineering and Maintenance Systems 
 
Engineering and maintenance systems are used to configure, diagnose, and maintain many of the 
systems in the previous sections. This is accomplished via direct/network connection or console 
access to equipment. In many cases, vendor supplied software and tools are used to accomplish 
engineering and maintenance functions. 
 

3.3 Functional Levels 
 
The Purdue reference architecture [10] is used as a high-level functional architecture in the 
development of ATT&CK for ICS. This architecture serves as a valuable abstraction that distills 
the common functionality of diverse control system structures to a handful of functional levels. 
These functional levels are listed below: 
 

 Level 4 - Enterprise Systems: 
o Business planning and logistics 
o Engineering systems 

 Level 3 - Operations management: 
o System management 
o Supervisory control 

 Level 2 - Supervisory control equipment: 
o Supervisory control functions 
o Site monitoring 
o Local display 

 Level 1 - Control Equipment: 
o Protection and local control devices 

 Level 0 - Equipment under control: 
o Sensors 
o Actuators 

 
Functional levels can be loosely mapped to technology domains. For instance, the ICS 
technology domain is typically associated with levels 0 – 2. In some cases, this technology 
domain spills into level 3 if certain supervisory controls are implemented that aid operations 
management. The enterprise technology domain, in contrast, loosely maps to level 4 – 2. There is 
some overlap into level 1 when Windows or Linux systems serve as platforms for control 
equipment. 
 
Although there is some overlap, functional levels can be used to better understand adversary 
behavior in ICS environments. Adversaries typically try to negatively affect functions associated 
with an ICS to cause adverse impacts. By mapping technology domains to the functional levels 
of the Purdue architecture, associations can be made between adversary behavior and the high-
level functions of an ICS. This can help bridge the gap between cybersecurity concerns, such as 
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adversary behavior, and ICS operational concerns, such as ensuring the functionality of the 
system. 
 
Assets, which are addressed in the next section, are mapped to the functional levels of the Purdue 
architecture in ATT&CK for ICS. 
 

3.4 Assets 
 
ATT&CK for ICS uses broad asset classes to represent the functional components of the systems 
associated with the ICS technology domain described in Section 3.2. Asset classes are an object 
in the ATT&CK for ICS knowledge base. Asset classes represent a higher level of abstraction 
compared to the platform tags used in ATT&CK [15]. All assets have platforms associated with 
them but it is not always obvious which platforms are used. This is most often true with purpose 
built embedded systems. Between two vendors with similar classes of products or even different 
classes of products from the same vendor, the underlying platforms can differ significantly. What 
remains relatively consistent, however, are the functions that the asset executes and the way in 
which it works in concert with its respective system. 
 
For instance, Human Machine Interface (HMI) applications can run on top of many platforms 
(Windows, Linux, Android, etc.). Regardless of the underlying platform, however, HMIs are 
expected to provide operators an interface to monitor and, in many cases, control the industrial 
process. HMIs constitute one asset class in this knowledge base. Scoping in on this asset class 
allows readers to understand which techniques may be leveraged against assets that function as 
an HMI. 
 
Each asset class contains a description of purpose and functionality, a general reference to where 
it maps to the functional levels of the Purdue architecture, relevant notes about the asset class, 
and a list of associated techniques. Associations between asset classes and techniques are made 
by “tagging” techniques with associated asset classes. An asset class is associated with a 
technique if there is a documented case of an adversary using the technique against an asset in 
the class. 
 
Asset classes can also be associated with a technique if they overlap with a previously associated 
asset class. This overlap can be based on shared: 
 

 Function - The functional level the asset is typically associated with in the Purdue 
architecture. 

 Platform - The hardware and software platform of the asset. 
 
The associated techniques found on asset class pages provide knowledge base users with a means 
to focus on relevant techniques of interest, based on assets or management responsibilities. 
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3.5 Tactics 
 
Tactics represent the “why” of an ATT&CK technique. They are the adversary’s tactical 
objective: the reason for performing an action [1]. Following the ATT&CK structure, tactics are 
treated as “tags” within ATT&CK for ICS, where a technique is associated or tagged with one or 
more tactic categories, depending on the different results that are achievable by using a 
technique. 
 
A key difference in the structure of ATT&CK for ICS is the addition of tactic categories not 
found in other ATT&CK technology domains. The additional tactic categories were defined to 
describe the technical goals of adversaries targeting the ICS technology domain more precisely. 
These additional tactic categories are also directly tied to the assets that adversaries target. For 
example, the Inhibit Response Function tactic category is directly related to engineering and 
maintenance functions that adversaries abuse to negatively impact SIS and protection system 
functions. 
 
Some overlap also exists between tactic definitions in the ICS and Enterprise knowledge bases. 
For example, the Collection tactic category is generally defined to reflect the goal of an 
adversary to gather data of interest to their goal. In the Enterprise knowledge base this tactic is 
geared towards the theft of data, while in the ICS knowledge base it is geared towards gaining 
the requisite domain knowledge and contextual feedback to cause an impact to process control. 
Although overlap exists between the tactic categories, the definition in the ICS knowledge base 
is tailored to reflect the unique goals of the adversary in ICS. 
 

3.6 Techniques 
 
Techniques represent “how” an adversary achieves a tactical objective by performing an action 
[1]. For example, an adversary may use Brute Force Input/Output (T806) [16] to change the state 
of actuators in a targeted environment. Techniques may also represent “what” an adversary gains 
by performing an action [1].This is a useful distinction for the Collection tactic, as the techniques 
highlight what type of information an adversary is after with a particular action. Finally, 
techniques may also represent “the consequence” an adversary causes by performing an action, 
for example, Loss of Productivity and Revenue by initiating a ransomware infection on IT 
systems tangentially related to control systems. There may be many ways, or techniques, to 
achieve tactical objectives, so multiple techniques exist in each tactic category [1]. 
 
3.6.1 Technique Object Structure 
 
These terms represent sections and important information included within each technique entry 
within ATT&CK for ICS. Items are annotated by tag if the data point is an informational 
reference on the technique that can be used to filter and pivot on, and field if the item is a free 
text field used to describe technique-specific information and details. Items marked with 
relationship indicate fields that are associated to object entity relationships with groups, 
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software, or mitigations. Table 1 lists all of the data items currently defined for techniques in 
ATT&CK for ICS. 
 

 

Table 3-1. ATT&CK for ICS Technique Model 

 
Data Item Type Description 
Name* Field The name of the technique. 
ID* Tag Unique identifier for the technique within the 

knowledgebase. Format: T####. 
Tactic* Tag The tactic objectives that the technique can be used to 

accomplish. Techniques can be used to perform one or 
multiple tactics. 

Data 
Sources* 

Tag Source of information collected by a sensor or logging 
system, e.g., packet capture, file monitoring, that can 
be used to obtain relevant information for identifying 
the action being performed, sequence of events, or the 
results of the actions by an adversary, including the 
state of systems and processes. The data source list 
can incorporate different variations of how the action 
could be performed across different assets for a 
particular technique. This attribute is intended to 
restrict data source inclusion to a defined list, to allow 
technique coverage analysis based on unique data 
sources. (For example, “what techniques can I detect 
if I have alarm history in place?”)  

Description* Field Information about the technique, what it is, what it is 
typically used for, how an adversary can take 
advantage of it, and variations on how it could be 
used. Include references to authoritative articles 
describing technical information related to the 
technique as well as in-the-wild use references as 
appropriate. 

Asset*† Relationship/Field Asset to which the technique can be applied, e.g., Data 
Historian. Each asset is associated with a high-level 
function and a consistent role with respect to the 
system in which it is used.  

Contributor Tag List of non-MITRE contributors (individual and 
organization) from first to most recent that contributed 
information on, about, or supporting the development 
of a technique. 
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Procedure 
Examples 

Relationship/Field Example fields are populated on a technique page 
when a group or software entity is associated to a 
technique through documented use. They describe the 
group or software entity, detailing how the technique 
is used. The example of how a specific adversary uses 
a technique is a direct reference to their procedures, or 
how they perform a technique on a system. 

Mitigation Field Configurations, tools, or processes that prevent a 
technique from working or having the desired 
outcome for an adversary. Proposed mitigations 
cannot conflict with unique requirements for ICS, 
including safety and availability. This section is 
intended to inform those responsible for mitigating 
against adversaries (such as network defenders or 
policymakers) to allow them to take an action such as 
changing a policy or deploying a tool. Mitigation 
*recommendations should remain vendor agnostic, 
recommending the general method rather than a 
specific tool. Mitigation may not always be possible 
for a given technique and should be documented as 
such. 

 
  

 
 
* Data element is required and additional information about specific requirements dependent on tactic category is in the 
description. 
† This data element is unique to ATT&CK for ICS. 
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 The ATT&CK for ICS Methodology 
 
The preceding sections of this paper captured and defined the purpose and structure behind the 
ATT&CK for ICS knowledge base. This section discusses the underlying philosophy and 
components of the methodology used to design and maintain ATT&CK for ICS. It also 
illustrates the recommended process and conditions used to determine whether new techniques 
should be added to the knowledge base. Finally, this section provides guidance on the formation 
of groups and software technique mappings using threat intelligence. 
 
As ATT&CK for ICS continues to develop, the information it contains and the structure it takes 
will evolve. New insights and understandings behind adversary behavior may arise, but the intent 
to maintain an accurate representation of adversary operations concerning the OT environment 
will remain the same. Adversary behaviors will continue to be categorized in a logical manner, 
reflecting actions taken and consequences, as they relate to sensors, system configurations, 
technologies, and viable countermeasures for defenders to detect and mitigate threats. 
 
The ATT&CK for ICS methodology has been built upon an existing, but limited set of published 
ICS incident reports to establish a working lexicon that can define and breakdown relevant real-
world events. As more reports and incidents are analyzed and become known, there may be a 
need to evaluate and adjust the adversary goals (tactics) and activities (techniques) used to 
describe them. More detailed and granular reports will provide the data necessary to best support 
ATT&CK for ICS. For example, the understanding and use of command and control as it relates 
to the ICS domain is currently limited but may expand through the discovery and validation of 
more relevant data. Accordingly, this philosophy and its underlying methodology will prove 
fundamental in supporting the evolution of ATT&CK for ICS. 
 

4.1 Conceptual 
 
There are four fundamental concepts behind the philosophy of ATT&CK for ICS design and 
usage, which build upon those in [1]: 
 

 Maintain the adversary’s perspective; 
 Incorporate and refine based on real-world event activity, derived from empirical 

examples and incidents; 
 Represent content with appropriate levels of abstraction, to effectively connect offensive 

behavior with potential countermeasures [1] 
o Capture distinctions in offensive action at multiple levels, which may result in 

self-revealing or non-self-revealing failures. 
 Underscore the failures and consequences that can arise from these adversary behaviors. 

 
These core ideas are discussed in the following sub-sections, 4.1.1 through 4.1.3, respectively. 
Section 4.2, Tactics, elaborates on the notion of failures and consequences as they relate to the 
adversary’s tactical goals and resulting behaviors. 
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4.1.1 Adversary’s Perspective 
 
ATT&CK for ICS contextualizes its terminology and descriptions for tactics and techniques 
through the lens of the adversary, as done in ATT&CK [1]. Taking on this perspective enables 
the reader to understand and take into consideration the actions an adversary could make when 
discussing defenses and other countermeasures. In contrast, a variety of other security models 
focus on the role and perspective of the defender, including vulnerability scoring and calculating 
risk metrics based on the defender’s environment and systems. 
 
ATT&CK for ICS’s focus on the adversary perspective enables a strategic shift from what “did 
happen” to what “could happen,” by planning defensive strategy according to the adversary’s 
playbook. This perspective helps contextualize the actions adversaries take and the defenses that 
can be taken more easily than considering only the defender’s side. This is an especially 
pertinent consideration for the ICS domain, where mitigations and detections are not always 
easily added into at-risk environments. Although availability concerns may prevent a certain 
mitigation, a wider frame of reference and insight on adversary behaviors could provide a broad 
context for a detection-based solution. 
 
Another important consideration for ICS environments is the need to consider actions that can be 
taken against both the IT and OT elements of the domain. The unique challenges, technologies, 
systems, and devices that may be targeted in this domain are more broadly viewed from the 
adversary perspective. Being able to identify the greatest areas of concern grounded in empirical 
data sources [1], such as those listed in Section 4.1.2.1, allows defenders to focus on defensive 
measures against adversaries who may have a different environmental understandings. For 
example, unlike domain-savvy operators and assets owners, the adversary may need to perform 
discovery actions to gain an understanding of ICS devices. Likewise, how adversaries bridge 
between IT and OT devices may be different than how the defenders view this connection. 
 
Thus, ATT&CK for ICS provides a wider and more accurate frame of reference when assessing 
and implementing defenses and countermeasures. The use of ATT&CK creates an understanding 
of the potential adversary threats and actions taken irrespective of the specific tools and methods 
of data collection available to defenders. Defenders can act on valuable information such as 
adversary goals, mapping associated actions and behaviors with specific defenses that can be 
deployed in their environment. 
 
4.1.2 Empirical Use 
 
The activity and behavior contained in ATT&CK for ICS is largely based on publicly available 
reports on real-world ICS incidents and attacks, security bulletins, and other pertinent sources of 
information detailing adversary activity in this domain. These act as the foundation for the 
ATT&CK for ICS knowledge base, which aims to accurately inform readers on corroborated 
adversary behavior, capabilities, and likely to occur activities. Unreported incidents, as are later 
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discussed in Section 4.3.1.4, are another viable source of adversary activity. For example, 
ATT&CK for ICS may consider published offensive research as a source of possible adversary 
behavior. One such example is the PLC-Blaster research [17], which has not yet been seen in the 
wild, but has reasonable utility or likelihood of use. 
 
By closely tying the knowledge base to incident reports, a focus is placed on real-world threats 
and concerns that are more likely to be encountered. Avoiding theoretical behavior and 
emphasizing high utility, common use adversary techniques better serve defenders looking to 
prioritize their resources. 
 
4.1.2.1 Sources of Information 
 
ATT&CK for ICS data and information comes from a myriad of different sources, including 
many of the sources that inform other ATT&CK technology domains. Compiling and learning 
from such data sources forms an empirical basis for ATT&CK for ICS: 
 

 Advisories and bulletins 
 Blogs 
 Conference presentations 
 Industry alerts 
 Malware samples 
 Open-source code repositories 
 Social media 
 Threat intelligence reports 
 Webinars 
 Vendor websites and news 

 
As previously discussed, ATT&CK for ICS is built upon a limited, but growing set of data and 
reports on real-world ICS incidents. As appropriate, existing knowledge base definitions will 
grow and expand as new information is released from trusted sources, as defined in this section. 
For example, these newer resources could correct existing information or introduce a change in 
adversary motivations and behaviors that provide new insights into the goals and actions taken 
by different adversary groups. 
 
Another example of changing information in the ICS-landscape are progressive industry 
advisory reports that push out new updates as more details surrounding a topic of concern are 
released. Adaptions to the knowledge base may occur if a newer incident report changes, 
corrects, or informs updated subject matter information compared to an older report. 
 
4.1.2.2 Un(der)reported Incidents 
 
The vast majority of incidents discovered are not reported publicly [1]. Both unreported and 
underreported incidents can contain valuable information on how adversaries behave and engage 
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in operations. Often, the techniques used can be separated from potentially sensitive or damaging 
information and help provide insights into new techniques and variations, as well as statistical 
data to show prevalence of use. 
 
Leveraging the ability to use sensitive information for validation purposes anonymizes the source 
and sensitive details while enhancing the broader knowledge base of potential adversary actions. 
As adversaries gain familiarity and expertise regarding the ICS domain, it is critical to gain as 
much oversight as possible on how their interactions with devices and technologies evolve. 
 
Although it may not be possible to directly reference “validation data,” this source of 
information provides valuable circumstantial evidence. Within the role of validation, it can be 
considered similar to empirical data and support the addition of new information to ATT&CK 
for ICS. 
 
4.1.3 Abstraction 
 
The level of abstraction for adversary tactics and techniques within ATT&CK is an important 
distinction between it and other types of threat models. As a mid-level adversary model [1], 
ATT&CK for ICS represents adversary tactics and techniques at a level of abstraction between 
that of other existing threat models. This includes adversary lifecycles at a high level, such as the 
SANS ICS Cyber Kill Chain [18], and exploit and vulnerability databases at a lower level, such 
as Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) [19] and DHS CISA Advisories [20] which 
are ordered by vendor. A mid-level model helps to both contextualize lower level details and tie 
together individual actions within an attack lifecycle. 
 
While high level models provide an understanding of the overall processes, they are less 
effective at relating individual adversary actions to each other. As with the existing ATT&CK 
knowledge bases, ATT&CK for ICS can tie in important information regarding these actions, 
such as asset and platform considerations, data sources, and countermeasures. In contrast, a low-
level model provides specific technical examples that are often disconnected from a wider 
context that informs their purpose and use [1]. 
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Figure 4-1 visually represents the abstraction seen between high, mid, and low level threat 
models: 
 

 

4.2 Tactics 
 
Tactics represent the tactical goals of an adversary and remain relatively static over time, given 
adversary goals are unlikely to change. In the case of ATT&CK for ICS, these tactics are tailored 
to adversary goals as they relate to impacting elements in the ICS technology domain. Tactics 
consider what the adversary is trying to accomplish in the context of the domain they are 
operating in. Although specific devices may change across these domains, the functional role(s) 
each device plays and how an adversary interacts with them are unlikely to differ. This results in 
consistent adversary goals against unique domains. 
 
As described in the introduction to Section 4, ATT&CK for ICS will adapt and refine existing 
tactics as necessary, in response to new additions to the working ICS dataset. The knowledge 
base also seeks to reflect observed changes in adversary behavior. These changes can manifest in 
a few different forms. For example, adversary behavior may change as it relates to an existing, 
already define tactic. Similarly, adversary capabilities may evolve and introduce new behaviors 
as their familiarity with the ICS domain grows over time. 
 
The evolution of ATT&CK for ICS provides an example of introducing new tactics to the 
knowledge base. For instance, additions to the existing ATT&CK for Enterprise tactics were 
made to best fit adversary goals in the ICS technology domain. This resulted in the introduction 
of two new tactics which are unique to ICS: Inhibit Response Function [21] and Impair Process 
Control [22]. These tactics capture the technical goals of sustaining and increasing malicious 
impact in the ICS environment. Inhibit Response Function and Impair Process Control describe 
adversary behavior and intentions as they relate to assets not found in the enterprise domain. 
 

Figure 4-1 Abstraction Comparison of Models and Threat Knowledge Databases 

High Level Models 
(ICS Kill Chain) 

Mid-level Model  
(MITRE ATT&CK for ICS) 

Low Level Concepts 
(CVE, DHS CISA Advisories) 
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It follows that new tactics may result from the need to define existing, but uncategorized, or new 
adversary goals as a means to provide accurate context for an adversary’s interactions and 
techniques performed in the ICS technology domain. 
 

4.3 Techniques  
 
Techniques are the foundation of the ATT&CK knowledge base and represent the individual 
actions adversaries make or pieces of information the adversary learns by performing an action. 
 
4.3.1 What Makes a Technique 
 
MITRE evaluates new techniques within the ATT&CK for ICS knowledge against multiple 
criteria: technique names, abstraction, impact on ICS, and adversary use. Each play an important 
role in defining a good technique. 
 
4.3.1.1 Naming 
 
Technique names focus on the aspect of the technique that makes it unique—what the adversary 
achieves abstracted at an intermediate level away from specific platforms, descriptors of 
information collected, or evaluations of the impact. An example of each format is described 
below: 
 

 Intermediate Abstraction of Adversary Action. Most ATT&CK for ICS technique 
names focus on what the adversary may achieve through protocols and engineering / 
maintenance hosts; guided by the tactic or goal. Abstraction enables platform 
independence while retaining technical specificity across the matrix. 
 
One example of a technique at this level is Program Download (T843) for Impair Process 
Control [23], during which an adversary uses an asset’s management interface to change 
a running program. This action enables the adversary to manipulate the process from 
within the asset. This technique is not directly tied to a specific software implementation 
or platform, but rather targets systems that use program logic to control industrial 
processes. 
 

 Information Gathered (Discovery and Collection). Collection [24] techniques may 
describe information gathered about an ICS from sources that are not assets within the 
ICS environment directly. For that reason, we have techniques to identify where 
information may come from. 
 
One example is Data from Information Repositories (T811) [25]. This technique 
describes collection of specifications, schematics, diagrams, or other higher-level 
materials documenting the process environment. Other collection techniques define the 
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types of information that can be collected and describe how an adversary could leverage 
that information. 
 
Discovery [26] techniques describe a similar idea of information collected although more 
broadly as an action to identify target devices. This broader approach stems from the 
various methods of identifying features about an asset. Control Device Identification 
(T808) [27], for example, describes behavior associated with an adversary that seeks to 
determine which devices within an environment may be responsible for control of the 
process. The information collected from these devices depends on the asset, but in some 
examples, it may be OPC identifiers, specific ports, or even data block identifiers. All of 
these information types may be collected or identified by an adversary for target 
selection. 
 

 Evaluations of the Impact. Impact [28] techniques follow a unique naming convention 
involving the loss, denial, or manipulation of system control, view, and safety. Each of 
these naming permutations characterize a different magnitude of consequence related to 
recovery time. 
 

o Loss – addresses longer term prevention of functional view or control of the 
process  

o Denial – addresses temporary disruption of ability to view or control the process 
o Manipulation – addresses changes from the intended system configuration or 

implementation 
 
For example, Loss of Control (T827) [29] describes an adversary’s ability to achieve a 
sustained disruption, which would prevent operators from issuing commands to control 
the process. This technique acts as a descriptor of the direct consequence and is useful for 
describing impact in ICS that may stem from untargeted attacks that are more clearly 
defined in enterprise TTP. 
 
Additional Impact techniques such as, Loss of Productivity and Revenue (T828) 
[30], Theft of Operational Information (T882) [31], and Damage to Property (T879) 
[32] were developed to describe some of the more subsequent goals of adversaries that 
may be intentional or a result of an attack. These techniques in and of themselves are not 
necessarily detectable with traditional cyber methods. However, alternative solutions, 
such as asset monitoring (e.g., condition-based monitoring or predictive maintenance) or 
business analytics can be used to help alert on these techniques. 
 

4.3.1.2 Types of Technique Abstraction  
 
In the ICS domain, the level of abstraction for techniques relates to the asset classes and 
functional levels which are defined in section 3.3 and the level of technical specificity: 
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1. Techniques that apply to a functional level and associated assets in a general way (e.g., 
Default Credentials  (T812) [33]) 

2. Techniques that apply to a functional level and associated assets in a specific way (e.g., 
Activate Firmware Update Mode (T800) [34]) 

3. Techniques that apply to a specific asset category in a general way (e.g., Data Historian 
Compromise (T810) [35]) 

 
The ATT&CK for ICS knowledge base abstracts out the vendor software and products to focus 
on the asset category and functional levels they affect rather than platforms. ATT&CK for ICS 
follows this practice due to the diversity of vendor software and products in the ICS technology 
domain. By defining techniques via asset classes, the techniques better encompass the different 
products offered for a specific asset function. ATT&CK for ICS retains applicable techniques to 
multiple protocols, vendors, tools, domains, and sectors. 
 
A more specific level of abstraction focused on a single platform or vendor asset in a specific 
way described in the current ATT&CK approach is not currently a part of ATT&CK for ICS. 
Section 3.4 describes these considerations related to assets in more detail. 
 
4.3.1.3 Impact on ICS 
 
Techniques within ATT&CK for ICS describe cyber adversary actions used as precursor steps to 
achieve impact, as well as the technical, physical, and business impacts directly. To best describe 
the cyber-physical domain, ATT&CK for ICS selected a set of ICS incidents based on their 
impact on the lower functional levels of the Purdue architecture which are responsible for 
automation, control, and safety. These incidents are the basis for the creation of the current 
technique matrix. 
 
ATT&CK for ICS defines impact as a disruption of essential functions of the ICS itself, such as, 
safety and protection, availability, automation, control, or quality assurance. For this reason, 
some attacks that have occurred in traditional ICS or critical infrastructure sectors may be 
excluded because of their limited effect on the ICS or automation systems itself. These incidents 
would more likely be documented in ATT&CK for Enterprise. An example of this would be the 
use of Shamoon [36], which had been found in oil and natural gas plant’s enterprise systems, but 
failed to cause an impact to the ICS. However, traditional IT or business network attacks such as 
ransomware may be included if they negatively impact ICS operations. Software may cross the 
domains and appear in both knowledge bases, with corresponding technique mappings to 
highlight where one domain stops and the other starts. This is the case for Backdoor.Oldera, 
which is mapped to software pages in Enterprise [37] and ICS [38]. With the combination of 
multiple domains, a better depiction of adversary behavior within an incident can be revealed. 
 
4.3.1.4 Adversary Use 
 
ATT&CK includes information on if, and by whom, a technique is used in the wild and its 
reported impacts. As mentioned in the empirical use section, there are many sources of this 
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information. ATT&CK remains strongly tied to threat intelligence sources on persistent threat 
groups. As the scope of ATT&CK has expanded and been refined, so too have the criteria 
necessary to add information. ATT&CK for ICS may include public offensive research used by 
red teams against ICS networks since adversaries have been known to adopt such published 
techniques. General in-the-wild sources of data that are not necessarily tied to persistent threat 
group use may be used in lieu when the techniques align well with how persistent threats 
typically behave. 
 
There are several general categories of empirical use information that can be used: 
 

 Reported – Technique is reported with in-the-wild use through public sources. 
 Reported, non-public – Technique use is reported in non-public sources but knowledge 

of the technique existing is present in public sources. 
 Underreported – Techniques that are likely being used but are not being reported for 

some reason. There may also be cases where circumstantial information that a technique 
is in use exists but it's generally difficult for information to be collected or disseminated 
stating the technique is in use due to sensitivities related to the source of information or 
method of collection. Discretion is used based on the credibility of the source. 

 Unreported – There is no public or non-public source of intel saying a technique is in 
use. This category may contain new offensive research used by red teams that has been 
published, but in the wild use by adversary groups is unknown. Discretion is used based 
on the utility of the technique and likelihood of use. 
 

4.3.1.5 Technique Distinction 
 
ATT&CK may choose to expand or incorporate new behaviors into a general technique instead 
of developing a new technique, based on the following considerations: 
 

 Objective: What the technique is accomplishing? Does it have the end goal of targeting 
or leading to effects on ICS? 

 Actions: How is the technique is performed? Does the behavior exhibit different use of 
protocols or management interfaces from other techniques to distinguish them even 
though the result may be the same or similar? 

 Use: Who is using it? Are there multiple groups? If so, how is the use different or the 
same? 

 Asset: What does the technique affect? Does the technique target a different type of 
device or functional level? 

 Requirements: Which components are needed to use the technique, or are affected by 
the use of the technique? Sample data sources include controller logic, network and 
device logs, asset monitoring solutions, etc. Is this action commonly used by control 
system operators to accomplish their job? 

 Detection: What needs to be instrumented to detect use of the technique? This distinction 
is related to requirements and actions but could differ across related techniques. 
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 Mitigations: Which defense options are available for the technique? Are they similar to 
or different from other techniques that are either performed in the same way or have the 
same result? 
 

4.3.2 Creating New Techniques 
 
As adversary actions continue and threat reports are released, new techniques will be required. 
ATT&CK for ICS follows a similar approach to the rest of ATT&CK when deciding to 
incorporate new actions. Two options are available when evaluating new threat reports for 
technique additions: 
 

 Adding a new technique 
 Enhancing or broadening an existing technique to include the adversary behavior 

 
Because this choice is not always clear, the following questions help guide the decision: 
 

 What tactic does the technique fall under? Do multiple tactics apply? 
o Within a tactic, are other techniques similar to this one? 

 If so, how are they similar? 
 Is the similarity enough to categorize them together? 

o Does the empirical use reference support the tactic use? 
 Is it plausible that the technique can be used for that tactic objective even 

if data is unavailable due to related techniques? 
 

 For similar techniques: 
o How is the technique performed? Does it target different protocols or 

management interfaces? How many different ways can it be performed with 
existing utilities, adversary malware, and other tools? 

 Would a red or adversary emulation team conceptually group this 
technique with others or treat it separately? 

 Is it a built-in capability of vendor software that interacts with the asset? 
o Does the new technique target a different type of asset category or functional 

level? 
 Do the assets share similar capabilities such as aspects of control or 

visibility? What is the purpose of the asset within the architecture of the 
environment? 

o Does the new technique have different detection and mitigation methods from the 
existing technique? 

 Are there similar data sources or methods for creating analytics that are 
similar to or different from existing techniques? 

 Are different defense or visibility tools required to enable detection or 
protection against this technique? 
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 Would special precautions for mitigation and detection be required to 
enable safety and availability, if they aren’t considered by the existing 
technique? 

o Would creating a new technique be useful for an end user of the knowledge base? 
 Would defenders conceptually group this technique with others or treat it 

separately? 
 

4.3.3 Examples of Applying the Methodology for New Techniques 
 
This section describes two techniques: Man in the Middle (T830) [39] and Modify Control Logic 
(T833) [40]. Both demonstrate how to use the ATT&CK technique methodology to determine 
when and how to develop new techniques for ATT&CK for ICS. 
 
Man in the Middle (MITM) [39] applies the methodology from the MITRE ATT&CK: Design 
and Philosophy [1] whitepaper. Man in the middle is a technique an adversary may take to 
disrupt and manipulate communications between devices such as a client and server, without 
immediate indications or detections that it may be occurring. This attack can be particularly 
dangerous when considering manipulation of communications in a process environment. 
 
Considerations: 
 
This technique has been used to make changes to in-line communication, which may enable an 
adversary to implant their own malicious code or enable further malicious actions without the 
legitimate end users realizing it. 

 MITM attacks can occur when there is communication of information between two 
parties or devices. Especially in cases where encryption is not used. 

 Several industrial assets at different functional levels may be affected by this technique, 
some potentially windows systems such as Human Machine Interfaces (HMIs) and 
workstations, while others being lower-level control devices such as PLCs. 

 MITM attacks are well-known and there are documented attacks within traditional IT and 
some OT environments. The extent of use in OT has been sparser, although influential 
incidents such as Stuxnet had these occurrences. 

 Variations of this attack occur depending on the scope, such as applying a MITM attack 
at the network level compared to its use on a single device between input and output 
interfaces on a PLC. 

 Detection at a network level may be visible through packet captures and end-point 
analysis. MITM detection between PLC inputs and outputs may be highlighted by 
configuration change alerts. 

 Encryption, assuming secure key distribution, can be used to mitigate network MITM. 
 
Conclusions: 
 

 This technique involves maliciously manipulating communication between two parties. 
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 Multiple procedures exist for how this can be used, although their core purposes are the 
same. 

 Man in the Middle should be incorporated as an individual technique under Execution 
[41]. 

 
Modify Control Logic [40] applied to the methodology described in the previous section for an 
ICS specific technique. Modify Control Logic describes an adversary action where malicious 
code on a system may cause malfunction in a control asset through the modification of its 
program logic. This program logic controls how the system should interact with the process. 
 
Considerations: 
 

 This technique is used in both inhibiting response functions and impairing process 
control, this is mainly due to both having some aspect of logic which can be controlled. 

 Adversaries may use the technique, Modify Control Logic, to make changes to a process 
environment through logic that is created in common programming languages of these 
assets. 

 Changes to the device logic can be accomplished by writing new logic to the device or by 
changing the current logic to disrupt the current process. 

 Modify Control Logic can occur on devices such as Safety instrumented systems, or 
controllers such as PLCs and RTUs. This technique strictly affects functional level 1 
assets. 

 This technique is unique to adversaries within the industrial domain and is one of the last 
stages before an impact condition is reached. 

 Multiple applications or impacts of this technique may be possible, mainly based on the 
asset that is targeted. 

 Modify Control Logic has some overlapping detections with other techniques, although 
based on the asset, there are multiple data sources and detections that are not shared with 
the other techniques. 

 
Conclusions: 
 

 The core feature of this technique is to add to or change the primary logic which controls 
a process in a way to disrupt or manipulate the physical process. 

 There are few tracked adversary groups that have been able to achieve direct process 
disruption techniques such as Modify Control Logic. 

 Some techniques have similar aspects to Modify Control Logic but target the program in 
a different perspective or method. 

 Modify Control Logic should be included as an individual technique under the tactics of 
Inhibit Response Function [21] and Impair Process Control [22]. 
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4.4 Named Adversary Groups 
 
Within ATT&CK for ICS, groups are associations of related intrusion activity that the security 
community has tracked under a common name or reliably associated across multiple incidents to 
specific threats. By focusing on the adversary groups which have or are actively targeting ICS 
and those responsible for ICS can better identify the most pertinent threats to them. With the 
addition of the ICS domain into ATT&CK, complementary mapping of threats across ATT&CK 
matrices can be created to enhance the depiction of adversaries whose activity is broader than 
either enterprise or ICS itself. An example of this would be the group Sandworm (G0007) [42] 
which is tracked in both Enterprise and ICS ATT&CK. To build accurate abstractions of group 
activity, adversary groups can be associated with software, techniques, or linked to other groups. 
The group Dragonfly (G00002) [43] has examples of how technique, software, and associated 
groups are tracked. 
 
All information for groups, their associations, attributions, and links within ATT&CK for ICS is 
derived from information sources outlined in Section 4.1.2.1. Group activity is tracked under a 
displayed name. This is selected based on the first reported document identifying the group’s 
activity. The displayed name is how the group is linked across the matrix and where associations 
are made between other observed group activity reports, software, and techniques. 
 
Associated group names are used to incorporate information observed by other organizations 
which have been linked to named groups. This difference in naming may stem from 
organizations having differences in visibility into a group’s suspected activity. In ATT&CK, the 
Associated group descriptions section is used to elaborate on specific group associations, cite 
reports that recognize the association, and describe analysis based on incomplete or unavailable 
data. This additional information can lead to changes in how adversary groups are categorized. 
 
Techniques may be listed under software or group pages. The mapping to either page depends on 
who or what performs the action. Group page technique associations are made based on 
observations of direct adversary use. In addition, the behavior must be linked to one of the 
group’s associated names. On the other hand, software technique associations are made based on 
observations of malware or tool actions during an incident. The software page can then be 
associated to an adversary group that has been observed using the tool or malware. This 
approach addresses the issue of being unable to confirm whether the software developer and 
operator are the same entity. 
 
4.4.1 Ungrouped Use of Techniques 
 
Reports often include adversarial behavior and technique use for ungrouped or unnamed activity. 
This is still a very useful source of information. Just because activity is not correlated to a named 
group does not mean it should not be included as justification for a technique or enhancing 
information. Typically, this information is included as a reference within the technical section of 
a technique describing instances of how the technique may be used. 
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 Summary 
 
ATT&CK for ICS provides a common lexicon for understanding adversary behavior as it relates 
to the ICS technology domain. This paper contains the fundamental motivation and design 
behind the creation of ATT&CK for ICS, how it is tailored to the ICS domain, the logic behind 
its structure and its direction going forward. It contextualizes existing ATT&CK knowledge base 
elements in terms of the ICS domain, introduces new ones, and defines how they work together. 
This paper acts as an authoritative source of information regarding ATT&CK for ICS, providing 
guidance on how it is structured, maintained, and adapted as adversarial behavior in the ICS 
domain is further defined. 
 
ATT&CK for ICS supports many use cases, including failure scenario development, education, 
and the existing ATT&CK use cases. As more organizations adopt ATT&CK for ICS, existing 
uses will further develop, and new ones may arise to the benefit of the entire ICS community. 
This paper acts as the means to facilitate ATT&CK for ICS’s adoption and future growth, 
providing transparency regarding the creation and maintenance of ATT&CK for ICS. 
 
The research and types of information that developed ATT&CK for ICS create a foundation for 
further defining, understanding, and discussing adversary behavior in the ICS technology 
domain. We want users to have confidence in the knowledge base, understand how to use it and 
recognize how they can shape its growth. To these endeavors, we hope this document and 
ATT&CK for ICS can be a useful resource for the ICS community. 
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 Appendix  
 

7.1 Groups 
 
Known adversaries that are tracked by public and private organizations and reported on in threat 
intelligences reports are tracked within ATT&CK under the Group object. Groups are defined as 
named intrusion sets, threat groups, actor groups, or campaigns that typically represent targeted, 
persistent threat activity. ATT&CK primarily focuses on APT groups though it may also include 
other advanced groups such as financially motivated actors. 
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Groups can use techniques directly or employ software that implements techniques. 
 
7.1.1 Group Object Structure 
 
Items are annotated by tag if the data point is an informational reference on the group that can be 
used to filter and pivot on, and field if the item is a free text field used to describe technique 
specific information and details. Items marked with relationship indicate fields that are 
associated to technique entity relationships with techniques and software that use the technique. 
Data items marked with * denote the element is required. 
 

Table 7-1. ATT&CK Group Model 
Data Item Type Description 
Name* Field The name of the adversary group. 
ID* Tag Unique identifier for the group within the 

knowledgebase. Format: G####. 
Associated Groups  Tag Alternative names that refer to the same 

adversary group in threat intelligence 
reporting. 

External 
Contributors 

Tag List of non-MITRE contributors (individual 
and organization) from first to most recent 
that contributed information on, about, or 
supporting the development of a technique. 

Description* Field A description of the group based on public 
threat reporting. It may contain dates of 
activity, suspected attribution details, 
targeted industries, and notable events that 
are attributed to the group’s activities. 

Associated Group 
Descriptions 

Field Section that can be used to describe a 
groups’ aliases with references to the report 
used to tie the alias to the group name. 

Techniques Used* Relationship/Field List of techniques that are used by the 
group with a field to describe details on 
how the technique is used. This represents 
the group’s procedure (in the context of 
TTPs) for using a technique. Each 
technique should include a reference 

Software Relationship/Field List of software that the group has been 
reported to use with a field to describe 
details on how the software is used. 
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7.2 Software 
 
Adversaries commonly use different types of software during intrusions. Software can represent 
an instantiation of a technique, so they are also necessary to categorize within ATT&CK for 
examples on how techniques are used. Software is broken out into three high-level categories: 
tools, utilities, and malware. 
 

 Tool - Commercial, open-source, or publicly available software that could be used by a 
defender, pen tester, red teamer, or an adversary for malicious purposes that generally is 
not found on an enterprise system. Examples include PsExec, Metasploit, Mimikatz, etc. 

 Utility - Software generally available as part of an operating system that is likely already 
present in an environment. Adversaries tend to leverage existing functionality on systems 
to gather information and perform actions. Examples include Windows utilities such as 
Net, netstat, Tasklist, etc. 

 Malware - Commercial, custom closed source, or open source software intended to be 
used for malicious purposes by adversaries. Examples include PlugX, CHOPSTICK, etc. 

 
The software categories could be broken down further, but the idea behind the current 
categorization was to show how adversaries use utilities and legitimate software to perform 
actions much like they do with traditional malware. 
 
7.2.1 Software Object Structure 
 
Items are annotated by tag if the data point is an informational reference on the software that can 
be used to filter and pivot on, and field if the item is a free text field used to describe technique-
specific information and details. Items marked with relationship indicate fields that are 
associated to technique entity relationships with techniques and groups. Data items marked with 
* denote the element is required. 
 

Table 7-2. ATT&CK Software Model 
Data Item Type Description 
Name* Field The name of the software. 
ID* Tag Unique identifier for the software within the 

knowledgebase. Format: S####. 
Aliases Tag Alternative names that refer to the same software 

in threat intelligence reporting 
Type Tag Type of software: malware, tool, utility 
External 
Contributors 

Field List of non-MITRE contributors (individual and 
organization) from first to most recent that 
contributed information on, about, or supporting 
the development of a technique. 

Description* Field A description of the software based on technical 
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references or public threat reporting. It may 
contain ties to groups known to use the software 
or other technical details with appropriate 
references 

Associated 
Software 
Descriptions 

Field Section that can be used to describe the 
software’s aliases with references to the report 
used to tie the alias to the group name. 

Techniques 
Used 

Relationship/Field List of techniques that are implemented by the 
software with a field to describe details on how 
the technique is implemented or used. Each 
technique should include a reference 

Groups Relationship/Field List of groups that the software has been reported 
to be used by with a field to describe details on 
how the software is used. This information is 
populated from the associated group entry  
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7.3 ATT&CK Object Model Relationships 
 
Each high-level component of ATT&CK is related to other components in some way. The 
relationships described in the description fields in the previous section can be visualized in a 
diagram: 
 

 
Figure 7-1. ATT&CK Model Relationships 
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An example as applied to a specific persistent threat group where APT28 uses Mimikatz for 
credential dumping: 
 

 
Figure 7-2. ATT&CK Model Relationships Example 


